Icemen Defeat Brown; Hoosters Lose

Engineer Skaters Defeat Big Bears In Opening Game
Three Unassisted Goals Scored Right From Start Against Brown

Icemen Meet Northeastern, B. C.
Making a strong comeback after the disastrous opening minutes, the Icemen swept to the win. Their lead was never in doubt, although they could have scored more. The Icemen had a 3-2 victory over the Engineers.

Icemen first scored just after the start of the game, taking a 1-0 lead. The Engineers tied it up, but the Icemen scored again to go up 2-1. The game remained close, with both teams scoring goals in the second half.

The Icemen's defense was strong, holding the Engineers scoreless in the final minutes of the game. The Icemen's victory was a welcome result after a disappointing start to the season.